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THE THREEOH TREASURY
ThreeOH DAO is positioning itself as the leading voice for DEFI in the political spectrum for 
years to come.  The opportunity to represent the voice of the DEFI community at the local, 
state, national, and international levels is too great to pass up.  Since the beginning the team 
has focused on creating a sustainable structure that allows the project to grow, while creating 
added benefits to its community.  To execute this effectively, the ThreeOH DAO team has created 
a sustainable treasury model that will accomplish both of those goals. After reviewing multiple 
treasury models and investment strategies used in the investment market, our team developed 
a treasury model built on reinvesting profits across the DEFI space.  By reinvesting our profits, 
it allows the project to compound our growth exponentially, while also benefiting our staked 
wallets through the deployment of staking rewards. These rewards are similar to dividends paid 
out from large companies, and are based on an allotment of our profits being distributed into 
a rewards pool. Staked wallets will be provided with an estimated APY percentage that will 
fluctuate up or down based on market conditions. In the spirit of the DAO, the community will 
have the opportunity to vote on our treasury investments.  By staking a wallet with ThreeOH, 
the holder gains governance in our DAO voting system.  

The DAO profit distribution has been allocated to four pools:
• 45% of the profits will be reinvested in investments voted on by staked wallet holders.
• 35% will go to our rewards pool for staked wallets.  All wallets will have the opportunity to lock 

their tokens for periods of time.  Wallets that stake for longer periods earn higher reward APY.
• 12% will go to our donations wallet for DEFI advocacy
• 8% will be held by ThreeOH for new growth and to the team 

 ° This includes buy backs, exchange fees, and business expenses
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PROFIT BREAKDOWN
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TREASURY INVESTMENTS BREAKDOWN
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TREASURY REINVESTMENT BREAKDOWN
The treasury reinvestment strategy will seize on all of the opportunities that the DEFI space 
provides to potential investors.  Return on investment in the DEFI space is currently unmatched, 
and ThreeOH is on the cutting edge when it comes to new investment opportunities.  Our trea-
sury plans on maintaining a conservative approach to the management of the treasury, while 
diversifying across multiple investment types to mitigate any short term losses.  The primary 
areas are listed in the chart below.
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Yield Farms
The practice of lending or staking an asset to generate returns or 
rewards

Stablecoins
Cryptocurrency that is pegged to the US Dollar and maintains a 
stable price

Validator Nodes
Full node responsible for verifying, voting on, and maintaining a 
records on the blockchain

Major Coins
Major cryptocurrencies, includes Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Smart 
Chain, and Ripple

Growing Coins
Newer blockchain native tokens.  Many can be added to liquidity 
farming, plus the increased value.  Includes coins like FTM, AVAX, 
SOL, ATOM, CRO, MATIC, etc.

Node projects
Projects that use consistent rewards to provide daily rewards by 
providing staking to their owned validator nodes.

DAO Investments
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations.  Investing in strong projects 
that provide staking rewards and voting rights.

NFTs
Non-fungible tokens.  It is a unit of information stored on a blockchain.  
There is a significant increase in value and rewards in strong communities.

Memecoins A cryptocurrency associated with by a theme.  Volatile, but lucrative.

Explanation of Terms:
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Nodes and Node Projects – Allocation: $200,000 ($100,000 each) Pick 2

1. An ETH 2.0 Full Validator Node – 32 ether ($92,000).  Reward: Roughly 8% APY 
plus bonuses for transaction types

2. Strong Nodes: 10 Strong = 1 node, 1 node = $2750.  Reward = .1 Strong per day
3. Atlas Cloud: 10 ATLAS= 1 node, 1 node= $4005.  Reward= .1 ATLAS per day
4. Hive Investments: 10 HNY = 1 Hive, HNY = $100.  Reward= .1 HNY per day
5. Thor Nodes- Multiple options.  Thor- $40, 1 Odin- 78 Thor, pays 1.4 Thor daily.
6. Cronos Validator Node- CRO- $1.13

Alt coin/yield farms- Allocation of $240,000 (Choose 4) – 1st- $75,000, 2nd- $65,000, 
3rd- $55,000, 4th- $45,000

1. FTM yield farming on TOMB.  APY = roughly 100% per year.  Could be closer to 
200% APY with active monitoring.  Cost of Fantom- $1.79 per coin

2. SOL yield farm on ORCA.  ORCA/SOL LP- 51% APR.  Cost of Solana- $87
3. AVAX yield farm on Pangolin.  Must also purchase TIME (DAO).  226% APR for LP 

pair.  AVAX- $78.69
4. BSC yield on Pancake Swap: SWAP to IFO Cake- Earn 57% APR.  BSC- $366
5. MATIC yield on quickswap.  Eth/Matic LP pays based on your LP size.

Option 1:

Option 2:

SAMPLE TREASURY MODELS
In the following scenario the treasury will be investing $1,000,000.  This will display current 
market conditions.  The chart that provides an example of how the treasury direction would 
switch in different scenarios.

A community vote is being held to determine which investments the ThreeOH DAO treasury will 
make on behalf of the community.  We ask that you rank them in each category.  The highest 
ranking options from each category will be the winner.  Our treasury advisors will then make 
the investment and post the transaction hash on the website.
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Option 3:

Option 4:

Option 5:

Option 6:

DAO Investments- Choose 2 (Allocation: $150,000, $75,000 each)

1. FIRE- Phoenix Investments - $630
2. TIME- Wonderland (Also can be wMEMO)- $280
3. OHM- Olympus DAO- $56
4. HEC- Hector Finance- $15

Coins/Memecoins- $250,000 (Max for memecoin is $25,000) Pick 4

Stablecoins/Stable farming – Allocation: $130,000 ($65,000 each) Pick 2

NFT Projects: $40,000

1. BTC
2. ETH
3. XRP
4. BSGG

1. USDT
2. UBSD
3. MIM

1. Kaiju Kings
2. Rumble Kongz
3. CyberKongz

5. Saitama
6. SafeMoon
7. Shib
8. ATOM

4. USDC
5. DAI

4. GASC
5. Cool Pets

9. ADA
10. CRO
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Each market cycle will dictate the moves the treasury makes.  Technical Analysis, along with 
consistent market research will provide indicators for how the market may respond in the near 
term.  The treasury team will provide the governance committee with market assessments to 
help guide the strategy for upcoming community votes. Due to the volatility of some digital 
asset types, the treasury team reserves the right to act on the behalf of the community.  This 
includes buying, selling, and repurchasing of the same assets*. 

*I.E. We buy BTC at $38,000, sell it when indicators alert a dip at $45,500, then repurchase 
when indicators alert a bullish move at $42,600.  This allows the treasury to increase their 
position by nearly 7%.

MARKET CYCLE SCENARIOS
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CONCLUSION
Adding these rewards to the ultimate benefit of our DAO, voting on DEFI related political actions, 
provides our community with a benefit to coincide with the utility behind the project.  Following these 
models as guidelines while actively monitoring the assets held by our treasury, the ThreeOH 
DAO team believes we can provide the community with a sustainable rewards model that also 
benefits the growth of our organization.


